
running events

we are really fortunate to be involved with some baby show
and parents to be events which give us an opportunity to
network and chat about what we do. We often get a table
space to show some of our equipment and display our
leaflets. 
 
We take with us banners (small or large), leaflets about
classes, free trial class vouchers, some toys, a table, table
cloth and a sign up sheet for our mailing list. 
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The events are a great opportunity for us to promote our
classes and we ensure that we do it in a positive and
engaging way
 
Few dos and don'ts
 
Do
- make our space look as creative and tidy as possible.
Ensure that there are no trip hazards and that stands are
properly constructed to ensure they are safe. If in doubt,
please don't use them. 
Be approachable, friendly and engaging. Ask about how they
are getting on. Try and not stand behing the table or have
closed body language by holding clipboards or leaflets in
front of you. 
- promote how to play workshops
- give out free trial vouchers
- try to engage and get email addresses so we can start to
connect with people. Maintain confidentiality by not
displaying collected email addresses. Take a photo of your
mailing list and share with admin group once the event is
over so we can get them added to our list.
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Don't 
- pounce on people as they go by! Lots of folk won't make
eye contact with you but many will and that is great
- sell toys, lots of our events don't allow this
- leave the stand unattended if there is anything of value on
it, leaflets and toys are fine but please make sure you take
your bag with you and don't leave laptops unattended. 
- wander the store to hand out leaflets, please keep our
marketing activity to our space and be a good neighbour by
not encroaching on the space around us for others. 
- avoid hard selling or any pressure selling
 
A sample conversation is below, try to keep everything light
hearted, conversational and positive just promoting the
classes we deliver. 
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Sample conversation for an Edinburgh class
 
We run sensory development classes for babies across
Edinburgh & the Lothians, where about are you? we have a
class close by to you in XX
 
Sensory play helps babies make new brain connections and
integrate their senses and it is suitable from birth.  
Our classes are really relaxed, themed, baby led, a huge
amount of fun and you'd be really welcome to come join us. 
 
Each class is different so this week we've had themes like -
pirate week, nursery rhymes, under the sea, it is very cute
and a lot of fun and you get to meet some lovely new parents
too. 
 
We have complimentary trial voucher that I can give you and
if you are interested in baby brain development we run a free
workshop that you'd be really welcome to come along to. If
you are happy to give me your email address I can get some
information on the next set of dates out to you. 
- 
 
 
 


